Imagine That

A Film Location Guide to the Goldfields-Esperance region of Western Australia.
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Introduction

The Goldfields-Esperance Development Commission and Screenwest
acknowledge the traditional custodians throughout the Goldfields-Esperance
region and their continuing connection to the land, waters and community.
We pay our respects to all members of the Aboriginal communities, and their
cultures, and to Elders both past and present.
Welcoming visitors to Country has been a part of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander culture for thousands of years. It may also act to provide permission,
safe passage and protection to visitors as they are journeying through others
Country.
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Welcome to the geographically diverse, film friendly region of Goldfields-Esperance in Western Australia.
Located within a days drive of the capital city of Perth, the area features three distinct sub-regions that provide a
multitude of accessible locations that will enhance and inspire any production. Diversity is key, and whether your
requirements are recreating the salt lakes of Utah, the forests of England, the beaches of the Caribbean, the rural
centre of Idaho, or the epitome of Australia – it’s all right here – awaiting your creativity.

Imagine that.
Whilst locations are an important mix in any filmmakers repertoire, we know that guidance and assistance
from all levels of the community is also paramount. The team at Screenwest and partners Goldfields-Esperance
Development Commission (GEDC) have got your back and we’re here to connect, locate, help and assist. We also
have an extensive crew base that have a proven track record – a group of people that know how to work as a team
and are ready to contribute.
Do we need to mention the weather? The region is blessed with some of the highest sunshine hours of any part of
the world, but also offers diverse meteorological conditions fit for any production.
This guide is a teaser, a glimpse, a glance at what we have to offer. We’re sure you will have some questions – and
we are ready to answer. Please contact us to further discuss your needs, your specific requirements or to find your
perfect location.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The Goldfields-Esperance region is located in the south eastern corner of Western Australia. Either Kalgoorlie-Boulder
or Esperance provide the perfect unit base with all the landscapes featured within this guide less than four hours drive
away.

Coolgardie
Perth

Kalgoorlie-Boulder
Norseman

Ravensthorpe

Esperance
Hopetoun

DRIVE TIMES
Drive times

Perth

Perth

KalgoorlieBoulder
6.5 hours
593kms

Hopetoun
6.15 hours
568kms
5.75 hours
549kms

8 hours
721kms
2 hours
188kms
3.5 hours
322kms

KalgoorlieBoulder
Hopetoun

6.5 hours
593kms
6 hours
568kms

5.75 hours
549kms

Norseman

8 hours
721kms
6 hours
509kms

2 hours
188kms
5.3 hours
543kms

3.5 hours
322kms
30 mins
49kms

3.5 hours
355kms

7.5 hours
696kms

4 hours
391km

2 hours
193kms

2 hours
203kms

Ravensthorpe
Esperance

-

FLIGHT TIMES
Flight times
Perth
KalgoorlieBoulder
Esperance
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Norseman

Perth

KalgoorlieBoulder
1 hr 15min

1 hr 15min
1 hr 35 min N/A

Esperance
1 hr 35 min
N/A

Ravensthorpe

Esperance

6 hours
509kms
5.3 hours
543kms
30 mins
49kms

7.5 hours
696kms
4 hours
391km
2 hours
193kms

3.5 hours
355kms

2 hours
203kms
2 hours
187kms

2 hours
187kms

CLIMATE
The climate is mostly hot and dry in summer, and cold and crisp in winter. Annual rainfall is typically around 250
mm (10 inches) per year and can be variable, except in the small area near Esperance and Hopetoun where reliable
winter rainfall can give annual totals as high as 635 mm (25 inches) falling mainly in the winter months. Most rainfall
is produced by thunderstorms in spring or summer or by cloudbands from the northwest in autumn and winter, but
sometimes cyclones from the Pilbara decay into rain depressions and produce heavy rainfall.
Ravensthorpe

Hopetoun

Esperance

Norseman

January
February

29 - 14
28 - 15

25 - 15
25 - 15

26 - 16
26 - 16

33 - 16
31 - 16

KalgoorlieBoulder
34 - 19
32 - 18

March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

27 - 14
24 - 12
20 - 10
17 - 8
16 - 7
17 - 7
20 - 8
22 - 9
25 - 11
27 - 13

25 - 14
23 - 13
21 - 10
19 - 9
18 - 8
19 - 8
20 - 9
22 - 10
23 - 12
24 - 14

25 - 15
23 - 13
21 - 11
18 - 9
17 - 8
18 - 9
19 - 10
21 - 11
23 - 13
25 - 14

29 - 15
25 - 12
21 - 9
17 - 5
17 - 5
19 - 6
22 - 8
25 - 10
28 - 13
31 - 14

26 - 13
21 - 9
21 - 9
18 - 6
17 - 5
19 - 6
23 - 8
26 - 12
29 - 15
32 - 17

Reference: Bureau of Meteorology. Australian average monthly maximum and minimum temperate data (degrees celsius).

CONTACTS
Western Australia’s Screen Funding
and Development Organisation

State Government Agency based in
the region

Screenwest

Goldfields-Esperance
Development Commission

+61 8 6169 2100
info@screenwest.com.au

+61 8 9080 5000
info@gedc.wa.gov.au

Local Government Authorities
Ravensthorpe & Hopetoun

Norseman & Eucla

Esperance

Coolgardie & Kambalda

Laverton

Kalgoorlie-Boulder

Menzies

Leonora

Wiluna

Ng Lands*

Shire of Ravensthorpe 08 9839 0000
shire@ravensthorpe.wa.gov.au
Shire of Esperance 08 9071 0666
shire@esperance.wa.gov.au
Shire of Laverton 08 9031 1202
reception@laverton.wa.gov.au
Shire of Menzies 08 9024 2041
admin@menzies.wa.gov.au
Shire of Wiluna 08 9981 8000
reception@wiluna.wa.gov.au

Shire of Dundas 08 9039 1250
shire@dundas.wa.gov.au
Shire of Coolgardie 08 9080 2111
mail@coolgardie.wa.gov.au
City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder 08 9021 9600
mailbag@ckb.wa.gov.au
Shire of Leonora 08 9037 6044
admin@leonora.wa.gov.au
Shire of Ngaanyatjarraku 08 8956 7966
mail@ngaanyatjarraku.wa.gov.au
*Permits are required for NG Lands
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RAVENSTHORPE
Ravensthorpe is a small, picturesque town located in the golden west of Western Australia. Farming is a prominent part
of the landscape and here you will find locations representing broad acre cropping (wheat and canola) and livestock
(sheep and cattle). There are also multiple mine sites here recovering nickel, lithium and iron ore. Looking for small
town Australia, or how about that quintessential mid-west American community? Ravensthorpe has all the backdrops
you need, including period buildings, fields of crops and long straight roads. Every spring, the land comes alive as
wildflowers bloom, the grass becomes an iridescent green and the town hosts the largest wildflower show in the world.
Population - 1,733
Distance from Perth - 509kms (320 miles)

WILDFLOWER SHOW
The Ravensthorpe Wildflower
Show began in 1982 to celebrate
and showcase the abundance of
floral diversity in the region. More
than 700 different species are
showcased every September.
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HOPETOUN
Hopetoun is a small coastal town and gateway to the Fitzgerald River National Park, one of the largest parks in
Australia, running west to east from Bremer Bay to Hopetoun. Featuring a rugged coastline incorporating inlets,
mountains, valleys and wildflowers, there are sweeping 360º uninterrupted views from farmland to mountains, to salt
lakes and beaches. Hopetoun itself provides the opportunity to create that small coastal town of anywhere, complete
with an old pub, church, breakwater and general store. Hopetoun is close to the town of Ravensthorpe providing an
easy opportunity to combine locations.
Population - 871
Distance from Perth - 568kms (350 miles)

TOWN CENTRE
Hopetoun provides all the amenities
required for production, including
accommodation, catering and fuel
all mixed with film friendly and
helpful locals!
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FITZGERALD RIVER NATIONAL PARK
One of the largest and most botanically significant national parks in Australia, there are a tantalising variety of
landscapes to film here; from rolling plains, colourful breakaways, rugged peaks and headlands to stunning bays
and inlets. During winter, southern right whales shelter close to shore with their newborn calves.
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ESPERANCE
Esperance is diversity nestled in an archipelago of over 100 islands. The pristine emerald water and squeaky white
sand beaches has drawn filmmakers searching for that landscape and location that stands out from the crowd. Need
the Caribbean, the Greek Islands, South Pacific castaways or an untamed Jurassic coast – you’ve found it here. The
economy here is agriculture (broad acre farming and livestock) and the shipping port is the largest exporter of nickel
in the southern hemisphere. The town has a friendly feel that encourages exploration to find that shop or pub location,
old time theatre, industrial complex, untouched beach or remote desert sand-dunes. In a hurry? There are regular one
hour flights direct to and from Perth.
Population - 14,328
Distance from Perth - 696km (430 miles)

GREAT OCEAN DRIVE
The Great Ocean Drive is a circular
loop road of 38 kilometres. There
are a number of beaches and
lookout points on the route as well
as the (now misnamed) Pink Lake. All
locations have sealed road access.

MUSEUM VILLAGE
Museum village offers a number
of period buildings in natural
surroundings. The buildings are well
spaced apart and would allow for
green screen backgrounds to expand
a scene.
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PLACES OF INTEREST
•

Lake Hillier

•

The Duke of Orleans

•

Condingup Tavern

•

Whale Tail

•

Esperance Jetty

•

Helms Arboretum

•

Woody Island

•

Gibson Soak

•

The Bijou Theatre

DUKE OF ORLEANS
“The Duke” is a semicircular south
to east facing 2.8km long beach
that has sealed road access from
Esperance. There are also many
wilderness locations within the bay,
offering sand-dunes, and secluded
coves.
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CAPE LE GRAND NATIONAL PARK
CAPE LE GRAND NATIONAL PARK
This park features gorgeous beaches, sweeping
heartlands and massive granite and gneiss peaks
that rise like giant monoliths from the coastal
plain. Within 45 minutes sealed access from
Esperance, these beaches have been consistently
voted the best in Australia. This area suits many
dramatic productions as well as offering a
number of documentary opportunities – including
flora, fauna, bushwalking, mountain climbing
and aquatic adventures.
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LUCKY BAY
The actual location for the famous Kangaroo
laying on a beach photo.

FRENCHMAN PEAK
Named Mandaboornap by the Nyungar People,
this 262m granite peak rises magnificently from
the tree covered plain.

CAPE LE GRAND
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THE HINTERLAND
Situated a short drive inland from Esperance, this region of flat agricultural plains provides forest, cattle and
sheep farming and extensive wheat and grain farms. Dotted across the region are small rural towns, country pubs,
farmhouses and rural perspectives. The eastern area features lofty accessible peaks and verdant woodland.

HELMS ABORETUM
Luptat re, tem con excepud igenimp
orest, officit aut veribus doluptatus,
quaspe estiaesto eum, occuptaquam
ratibeatios sa vid et peliqui re nos
dolupti aectorat.

GIBSON SOAK
Luptat re, tem con excepud igenimp
orest, officit aut veribus doluptatus,
quaspe estiaesto eum, occuptaquam
ratibeatios sa vid et peliqui re nos
dolupti aectorat.

FARMLAND
Luptat re, tem con excepud igenimp
orest, officit aut veribus doluptatus,
quaspe estiaesto eum, occuptaquam
ratibeatios sa vid et peliqui re nos
dolupti aectorat.

GRASS PATCH
Luptat re, tem con excepud igenimp
orest, officit aut veribus doluptatus,
quaspe estiaesto eum, occuptaquam
ratibeatios sa vid et peliqui re nos
dolupti aectorat.
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NORSEMAN
Norseman is that perfect small town you want in a production. Established as a mining town in 1894, it’s claimed that
over 100 tonnes of gold have been extracted from the area. It still has that mining feel and it’s also a frontier, being the
last town before people cross the well known Nullarbor Plains to South Australia. Norseman is surrounded by The Great
Western Woodlands, the largest remaining area of intact Mediterranean-climate woodland on Earth. Nearby is Lake
Lefroy, a perfect white salt pan that shimmers in 40°C (104°F) summer heat under indigo blue skies.
Population - 574
Distance from Perth - 721kms (450 miles)

GREAT WESTERN WOODLANDS
The Great Western Woodlands is the largest and
healthiest temperate (Mediterranean climate) woodland
remaining on Earth. Covering 16,000,000 hectares,
the flora and fauna here is one of the world’s ‘global
biodiversity hotspots’.
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GOLDEN OUTBACK

The landscape here is the star, it deserves it’s own award. The golden outback is an experience, a feeling, a
memory, a haunting dream. Vast desert plains, salt lakes, rugged rocky outcrops stretch to infinity. Small rural
enclaves prove that you can tame the land whilst the biggest sky you can imagine provides an indigo blue
backdrop to stories that are just ready to be told.
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COOLGARDIE
Coolgardie is now known as a mining ghost town although it was once the third largest town in Western Australia after
Perth and Fremantle. At its peak, it had 700 mining companies and was an important railway connection between
Kalgoorlie-Boulder and Perth. Today, the town rests on those laurels and proudly presents it’s living past in a main street
that is just asking to be filmed. Period shops, houses and pubs abound and whether you want something pristine or
ramshackled – you’ll find it here. The 100 year old railway station features period platforms and rolling stock and the
many larger buildings provide both interior and exterior location possibilities.
Population - 865
Distance from Perth - 554kms (340 miles)

TOWN CENTRE
The town centre of Coolgardie hasn’t really changed in
the last 100 years, and provides the perfect backdrop of
period buildings, both restored and crumbling.
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COOLGARDIE RAILWAY STATION
Opened in 1896, the Coolgardie Railway Station provides the opportunity to recreate period dramas, both
interior and exterior.
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KALGOORLIE
It was the great West Australian goldrush that established Kalgoorlie in 1893. Within years, this dusty outpost was
transformed, seeing a massive population increase and ultimately, great wealth being brought to the state. Today,
locations both famous and infamous abound; including its beautiful town hall, the Hay Street Brothels, stunning early
century architecture, regular two-up school, a water pipeline stretching over 450kms, and abundance of saloons to
slake the locals parched mouths as the summer temperatures peak over 40C. Then there is the Superpit, one of the
biggest open cut mines in the world, visible from space and still mined. Venture out of town to discover a wilderness
that speaks of another world, or that crazy pub that is part of the landscape. If you need a mining landscape – the two
museums here feature a number of old and original buildings dating from the late 1800’s.
Population - 29,849
Distance from Perth - 593kms (360 miles)

TOWN HALL
Completed in 1908, the Kalgoorlie
Town Hall reflects the grandness and
prosperity of the town. Featuring a
sweeping staircase reaching up to
the mayoral chambers and the royal
dress circle - the many rooms provide
multiple production opportunities.

MUSEUM
The Museum of the Goldfields
features a number of exterior original
buildings including miners cottages,
the British Arms Hotel and working
gantry with multiple viewing angles.

HANNANS NORTH TOURIST
MINE
This area features many outdoor
buildings, vehicles, diggings and
infrastructure related to gold mining
in the region.
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SUPERPIT
One of the largest open pit goldmines in the world, the
superpit is 3.5km long, 1.5km wide and 360m deep.

PLACES OF INTEREST
•

Hannan Street

•

Cemetery

•

Hammond Park

•

Karkurla Park

•

Burt Street

•

Town Hall

•

Museums

TWO-UP SHED
Sporting its original corrugated iron shed and bush ring,
the only legalised two-up school in Western Australia sits
surrounded by native trees and the glorious colours of
the outback.
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Kalgoorlie

BROAD ARROW TAVERN
Need an outback pub from the exterior and a
wild dream inside? The Broad Arrow Tavern is
a legend of the outback and only 40 minutes
from Kalgoorlie-Boulder.

PINK HOUSE
Situated on Hay Street in Kalgoorlie are
buildings that are both pretty in pink and serve
as offices for the oldest profession in the world.

LAKE DOUGLAS
Located a short drive from Kalgoorlie-Boulder,
Lake Douglas provides a water feature (most of
the time) and offers surrounding bushland with
unimpeded 360 degree views.
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BOULDER

BOULDER
Boulder features wide main streets, many period
buildings and is home to one of the most
amazing town halls in Australia. From outback to
city in just over ten years, Boulder amalgamated
with Kalgoorlie in 1989 but it still retains its
own distinctive character of grand old homes,
beautifully restored business premises and that
town hall with its original 1908 stage curtain.
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EPILOGUE
ARCHITECTURE
The Goldfields-Esperance region has some of the best preserved early 20th century architecture in
Australia. The style of these buildings echoed the latest designs from America so they have an uncanny
ability to be used in any number of scripts or treatments, and as locations world-wide. Step from Australia
to Nevada to Wyoming in one easy transition.
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CREDITS
KEYWORDS
Buildings & Facilities
Federation
Gothic Style
Anglo-Dutch style
Filigree style
Art Deco
Timber, hessian, pink stone
Period buildings
Miners and farmers cottages
Pubs
Town Halls
Museums
Churches
Hotel, Motels, Bars, Restaurants
Cemeteries
Streets & Roads
Coastal Roads
Deserted Roads
Bush tracks
Regional Train Stations
Towns
-

Coastal Towns
Small & Rural Towns
Ghost Towns

Creative
-

Lake Hillier (bubblegum pink lake)
Hannan Street
Burt Street
Dystopian landscapes
Wild Western
Art Deco
Woodlands

Countryside & Agriculture
Rolling Greens
Crops & Paddocks: canola, grains
Farms & Fields
Coast & Water
Beaches
Cliffs & Rocky Outcrops
Islands
Arid
-

Desert
Salt Lakes
Sand Dunes

Industrial
Mines & Quarries

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON HERITAGE LISTED BUILDINGS
inHerit - State Heritage Office
inherit.stateheritage.wa.gov.au
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
For all attractions in the Goldfields-Esperance Region:
Our Gems WA
www.ourgems.com.au

For more locations:
Screenwest Locations Library
www.screenwest.com.au

Contact details for the region’s creatives:
Our Gems WA
www.ourgems.com.au/artists/

Goldfields-Esperance
Development Commission
+61 8 9080 5000
info@gedc.wa.gov.au

Kalgoorlie-Boulder Office:
Suite 4, 377 Hannan Street,
KALGOORLIE WA 6430
Esperance Office:
Suite 26c, 91 Dempster Street,
ESPERANCE WA 6450

Screenwest
+61 8 6169 2100
info@screenwest.com.au

30 Fielder Street,
EAST PERTH WA 6892

